Crown Hill Urban Village Committee for Smart Growth
Community Survey

Executive Summary
A seven-question online survey was fielded by the
Crown Hill Urban Village Committee for Smart Growth
between July 7 and August 5 of 2016.
Five-hundred-and-seventy-five (575) neighbors
completed the survey. Of those, 61 percent live in the
Urban Village or Proposed Expansion area; with 34
percent indicating they lived just outside the expansion
area. Eighty-four (84) percent of respondents were
property owners and fifteen (15) percent rented their
homes.
The survey asked respondents to rate specific
questions on a scale of 1 to 5, then offering three
response opportunities for write-in concerns. A total of
517 open-ended comments were submitted, and are viewable verbatim here.
While many neighbors expressed deep concerns, frustrations, anger and uncertainty about their
future when commenting about the City’s proposal to UPZone Crown Hill Urban Village and
expand the boundaries further into the neighborhood, many also conveyed thoughtful ideas and
articulate suggestions and concerns as they envisioned a quality future for our neighborhood.
An overwhelming majority of respondents strongly agreed with the CHUV Committee for Smart
Growth Recommendations (Q1), including:
● Meaningful neighborhood planning before Re-zoning or UPZoning;
● Added Density should be definitively tied to infrastructure investments to manage the
growth;
● Building on arterials and areas already zoned but underutilized first.
A supermajority of all respondents strongly agreed that Seattle needs more affordable housing,
but that affordable housing policies should also protect existing affordable housing, so renters in
single family homes are not displaced by expensive new town homes. Renters responded
much more strongly in favor than homeowners to this question.
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Neighbors identified top infrastructure priorities that need to be addressed quickly (Q2),
including (in order of suggested importance):
● Address slow police response times
● Improved and faster bus service downtown and throughout the city
● Lack of sidewalks north of 85th
● Traffic calming on side streets (comments also called out the need for traffic calming on
arterials)
Neighbors looked towards the future of Crown Hill Urban Village and offered many positive
ideas (Q3):
● Overwhelming majorities agreed that future needs should include better and safer
pedestrian access in and around arterials and better transit opportunities to connect with
light rail at Northgate.
● They also expressed strong support for adding green space, protecting trees and open
spaces, planning to make sure small and locally owned businesses have space within
new developments along arterials and developing a vibrant business center for CHUV,
and working with Seattle School District to accommodate new growth.
Overall, the survey findings suggest a strongly engaged community that seeks to plan for
growth while improving and strengthening existing infrastructure and services to accommodate
new neighbors while supporting existing renters and homeowners.
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Key Survey Findings
Q1: The City is debating a proposal to expand the boundaries of Crown Hill Urban
Village and rezone all the homes within the urban village to multifamily. The Committee
for Smart Growth has adopted several positions that we believe will encourage growth in
our community that benefits all of us. Do you agree with these positions? Please rate
each position on a scale of 1 (Strongly Agree), to 5 (Strongly Disagree).
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Planning prior to rezoning is the biggest priority for respondents, with 87 percent strongly
agreeing on the need for meaningful neighborhood planning so that added density is informed
by the needs and desires of the community.
“I would really like to see a comprehensive vision of the Crown Hill neighborhood and how we see it
connecting with the Seattle community at large. This should include goals for housing, businesses, low
income, transportation, diversity, etc.”
Comparing Renters (n=86) with owners (n=481) looking at combined responses of 1 and 2
revealed almost identical support for three of the four recommendations: planning before zoning
(92% agree), infrastructure tied to growth (91% agree) and developing arterials first (88%
agree).
Renters much more strongly agreed with the question: Seattle needs more affordable housing.
Policies that add housing should also protect our existing affordable housing, so neighbors who
rent homes are not displaced by expensive townhomes.
Own

64% (1) Strongly agree
14% (2) Somewhat agree
78% (1+2) Total agree

All/Combined:
80% (1+2) Total
Agree

Rent

86% (1) Strongly agree
7% (2) Somewhat agree
94% (1+2) Total agree

Survey participants also valued the need for concurrent infrastructure investments to
address the impact of growth in our community. Over 84 percent strongly support the
Committee for Smart Growth Recommendation that the City should definitively tie infrastructure
improvements to growth in our urban village in order to meet increasing demand for services
such as transit, utilities, parks, etc.
“At the recent transit open house at Ballard High, we learned how far in the future the transit
improvements will be. They mentioned that it's hard to add things like light rail and other infrastructure
improvements after an area is already built up. Why would we risk building even more before the transit
improvements are ready?”
A significant majority, 78 percent, strongly agree that new development should focus along
the arterials which are already zoned for growth; supporting the idea to replace the big box
stores and large, empty parking lots with more efficient mixed-use residential/commercial
spaces, before re-zoning single-family areas. Sadly, this too comes with a price for local small
business owners, like these lawyers on 15th Ave NW, who are losing their leases in inexpensive
office and retail properties being razed for residential buildings.
“Do not expand into single family areas; grow UP, not out …”
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“Keep the density on arterials and keep the side streets residential...I have already had a
rent increase and would like to not be
priced out of Crown Hill.”
Survey takers were also in agreement with the idea of preserving existing affordable housing
(67%), so that neighbors who rent homes in our community are not displaced by new,
expensive townhomes.
“I love the diversity of Crown Hill and hope we can maintain and create affordable housing
that will protect this …”
2) Crown Hill Urban Village Current Infrastructure Priorities
When asked about specific infrastructure improvements to benefit the community as it grows
more dense; unsurprisingly, there was more variety in perspectives.
Q2: Our Councilmember Mike O'Brien has requested that the CHUV Smart Growth Committee
compile a priority list of current transit and infrastructure projects that need to be addressed
now. On a scale from 1 (Extremely important) to 5 (Not at all important) please rate which of
these current transit and infrastructure projects are most important to you. A Virtual Tour of
CHUV and infrastructure challenges is here for more information.
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Based on community feedback provided in meetings, email, social media and other avenues,
Crown Hill Urban Village Committee for Smart Growth selected eight infrastructure priorities that
had surfaced as more urgent in nature. Of those eight, two were clearly considered most
pressing by neighbors who responded, and three had extremely strong support:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Police Response Times (85.63% Total Agree)
Faster more frequent bus service downtown (78.6%)
Sidewalks North of 85th (71.48%)
Faster more frequent bus service to other parts of the city (70.18%)
Address increased traffic on side streets with traffic calming (67.97%) *

Community members are quite concerned about crime and police response times in our
neighborhood; which is unsurprising given a recent report, http://www.seattletimes.com/seattlenews/data/how-long-is-too-long-to-wait-after-calling-911/, that Ballard-area response times are
an average of 14 minutes long, double Seattle Police Department’s target of seven minutes.
Eighty-five percent (85%) of respondents indicated that better police response times were
extremely (62%) or very (23%) important.
Better police response times. I've called 911 twice in the past couple of years when there
was a threat to someone's safety, and both times the police took close to an hour to
respond.”
Residents also felt strongly (78%) that the community needs faster, more frequent transit
service downtown, which currently takes 45 minutes to an hour for a commute of seven miles.
Fifty-four percent of those taking the survey said improved transit was extremely important,
while an additional 24 percent thought it was very important.
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“Transit improvements are crucial before any densification occurs.”
Building sidewalks north of 85th to improve pedestrian safety was ranked the third priority
(71%); with 46 percent indicating it was extremely important and 25 percent saying it was very
important to them.
“Sidewalks and drainage is key, [the] city should be held responsible if damage to property occurs due to
infrastructure not able to support growth (i.e. sewer and storm drains).”
“I still find it difficult to understand how we can be called an urban village when a large section of the
neighborhood doesn’t even have sidewalks. When I hear “walkable”...I expect to find sidewalk lined
streets...The existing infrastructure is not consistent with the density proposed.”
Owners and Renters responded very similarly to infrastructure priorities with slight differences on three
questions:
● Renters favored bus service to other parts of the city more strongly than Owners (+5%)
● Renters were more concerned by crime and police response than Owners (+6%)
● Owners were more concerned about increased traffic on side streets (+6)

* Several respondents mentioned traffic speeds along arterials and offered suggestions for more
enforcement of traffic and traffic calming measures on Holman, 85th and 15th.
3) Crown Hill Urban Village Future Priorities

Neighbors rated suggestions for future growth from the CHUV Smart Growth
Committee, and also offered many more suggestions and ideas for how Crown Hill
Urban Village can grow into a walkable, vibrant and livable community.
Q3: Thinking ahead to the future, as CHUV continues to grow, what priorities for growth
do you believe will help make our Urban Village a truly walkable, vibrant, livable
community? Please rate the Smart Growth Committee suggestions below on a scale of
1 (Extremely Important) to 5 (Not at All Important)
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When asked about future infrastructure priorities that would help make the Urban Village
walkable, vibrant and livable; residents felt that improving pedestrian access across our arterials
to create better connectedness between areas across our busy traffic corridors was most
important to address, with 82 percent citing it as extremely important (53%) or very important
(29%).
“Pedestrian overpasses to cross 15th…”
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Continuing transit improvements, with fast transit connections between Crown Hill Urban Village
and the Northgate light rail station opening in 2021, also generated strong interest with 81%
saying it was extremely (52%) or very (29%) important.
“Light rail to Crown Hill connecting from Ballard station to Northgate station….”
“I would add street cars to the arterials similar to the origins of Seattle's growth. Permanent transit
systems like rail revitalize areas and incentivize development.”
Other future priorities include: Additional green space as our community density grows
(76.99%), business spaces along arterials (77.94%), and a coordinated plan with the Seattle
Public Schools to plan and build future school capacity (77.88%) within the urban village in
accordance with increasing numbers of school-age children.
“Make space for small, locally-owned start-up businesses. These businesses make a neighborhood
vibrant and attractive to residents. Crown Hill does not have an old business district that can foster these
small businesses so extra care must be taken to create space for these small companies. Create space for
public art and plenty of community space-whether it be in the form or sidewalks or parks.”
There were no significant differences between Owners and Renters for future infrastructure
priorities.
3) Key Concerns raised in Open Comments
575 Respondents offered 517 individual comments. Verbatim comments are available here
Generally, the following trends were notable in the open comments:
Many neighbors expressed anger, fear and dismay and distrust over the City plans to
Upzone their homes.
Of these, comments tended to reflect:
● Frustration and anger at the city process which they feel has unfairly marginalized
homeowners in and near designated growth areas in favor of developers;
● Concerns about neighborhood identity and character that could be lost to unplanned
growth;
● Concerns about their family’s ability to stay in their home, financial future and their ability
to plan on a stable place to live in the future.
“Designating urban villages instead of sharing the density increase across ALL neighborhoods is unfair,
and targeted at those neighborhoods. Development should be along existing North to South corridors....
Aurora, 15th, etc. We're told time and again density needs to happen along transit. Well, transit in
Crown Hill is terrible, and infrastructure lacking for what is already here. Pulling down affordable
single family to put in higher cost housing is serving no one that truly needs affordable housing.”
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“How is this about affordable housing? Every time a cheap bungalow is demolished in order to
accommodate a new complex, who lives there? Not the people who were displaced from the bungalows.
Tell me I'm wrong, and that this latest growth mania isn't driven by profit for developers and
speculators.”
“PLEASE consider building codes that enforce the construction of units in keeping with the character of
the neighborhood. … A village should LOOK like a village, not a collection of office buildings.”
“One of the things about Seattle that makes it special and differentiated from other cities is that it has
wonderful neighborhoods anchored by single family homes and those neighborhoods have different feels
and character.”
“I am strongly in favor of building a solid infrastructure to increase density, but again, terrified of
displacement. We worked hard to buy this home and if we were forced to leave it because of growth
around it, we couldn't afford to buy in Seattle anymore. I have lived here my whole life, nowhere else is
home to me.”
“I've been working to improve my home with many expensive (for me) upgrades since I purchased it in
1998. My thought was to never move again. Now, with homes on both sides of me up for sale, I fear I
will be the center of a sandwich with large townhome complexes towering over me. At that moment, my
single family home will no longer be attractive to me or any potential buyer. These zoning changes will
force me to sell to developers for more of the same and further the destruction of a lovely single family
street.”
“I invested in a home in single-family zoning and do not like that changed out-from-under-me in a way
that blatantly benefits developers without considering effects
for the neighborhood and community.”
“I am strongly in favor of building a solid infrastructure to increase density, but again, terrified of
displacement. We worked hard to buy this home and if we were forced to leave it because of growth
around it, we couldn't afford to buy in Seattle anymore.”
A much smaller group of neighbors expressed full support for the UPzones and adding
density.
“We need to allow upzones to improve the vitality of Crown Hill. More transit is also needed.”
Many renters expressed concerns about high rents and housing costs, as well as
concerns about being displaced when their building or home is torn down to make room for
growth.
“We rent, but are unable to buy due to cost. A 1200 square foot home with 2 bedrooms just sold for over
900K. That is ridiculous.”
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“I currently rent a duplex on NW 90th street - The landlord is selling the property to a developer who is
going to build townhomes - which I could not afford to rent.”
“Really worried that my building will be torn down in order to build denser housing. And that I will not
be able to afford to stay in the area.”
“Keeping rent low in this area, among others in Seattle, is incredibly important to keep our
neighborhoods diverse and keep artists and craftspeople in our city. Rent control measures are highly
needed and must be created to ensure Seattle doesn't become
stripped of its remaining personality and culture.”
Infrastructure was a huge concern and drew general comments of priorities as well as
specific suggestions for improvements.
Parking was pro-actively mentioned 70 times in open comments throughout the survey - by far
the most mentioned specific concern.
“Address parking ratios and requirements for new development. There is too much emphasis on having
NO parking for apartments and condos which is magical thinking, not realism.”
Concerns about Safety/Crime/Drug Use and dealing generated many comments: Some
expressed fear to visit local parks and frustration with police response and interventions. Others
requested betters services and treatment.
Light Rail was frequently offered as the solution to transit woes, with many requests to bring it
further north from Ballard.
Another large group of comments related to building sidewalks and pedestrian safety, with
several commenters requesting more pedestrian friendly curb bulbs and ADA accessible
walkways.
Building business space for local and small business and integrating pedestrian-friendly
retail as the arterials are re-developed generated many comments and suggestions, and many
calls for smart planning to incorporate business spaces that build a vibrant neighborhood center:
“Not all business can be accommodated with lower level retail.”
“For small businesses it is not enough to build new mixed-use buildings with retail space in them. To
maintain a strong and sound business core we must maintain affordable leases so small businesses can
afford to stay in our neighborhood. The increase of chain/national corporations moving into our area is
sad...when it means local business are priced out.”
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Improving the walkability and increasing the number of active businesses along existing arterials (15th, Holman,
85th) improves community for all. Adding multi-family units in these areas would be great along with planning
for transit, parks and school growth.
Adding Options for Mother-in-Laws and Backyard Cottages was mentioned by several as a
preferable alternative to blanket upzoning.
“I suggest that the city make it easier for a homeowner to add a mother - in - law unit or an accessory
dwelling unit to their property. This will encourage density without changing the character of our
neighborhood. Please keep our neighborhood a neighborhood.”
Additionally, there were many, very-specific suggestions and solutions mentioned around
infrastructure, transit, etc. All specific suggestions will be forwarded to both Councilmember
O’Brien’s office and to the City Department that is responsible. We will communicate any follow
up we receive from the City on specific suggestions made in the survey; however, the
Committee for Smart Growth will not be able to follow-up on all specific suggestions.
Finally, respondents had suggestions for the future of the neighborhood design and
factors important for our neighborhood as we grow. We are integrating all of these
planning-related comments into our work with the Office of Planning of Community
Development, which will be responsible for mapping of our Urban Village and facilitating any
urban planning for our future growth, including suggestions for libraries, expanded community
center, community food gardens and p-patches, public art, trees, and other ideas to provide a
community center for neighbors to gather and congregate.
“We need a community center - a place to convene and create together.”
“It’s a dream, but moving 15th between 85th and Dick's into an underground tunnel (cut and cover), then
using the newly created road space to create a pedestrian only promenade lined with shops which would
attract higher quality businesses, a farmers market, street musicians, food trucks, etc, and give the
neighborhood a real economic center.”
Survey Methodology
This survey was conducted online using Survey Monkey and generated 575 responses. Sixtyone percent (61%) of respondents live inside the Urban Village Boundaries or Expansion area.
Thirty-four percent (34%) identified as living nearby (within ½ mile of the Expansion area
boundaries). Of respondents, eighty-four percent (84%) identified as property owners, and
fifteen percent (15%) identified as renters.
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The survey was promoted from July 7 to August 6 to residents in and nearby Crown Hill Urban
Village using social media, canvassing, flyers, and emails and neighbor-to-neighbor outreach.
Special outreach efforts invited and encouraged business owners and renters to participate to
secure enough participation to evaluate any differences in responses between key subgroups of
stakeholders.
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Survey Goals and Applications
The goal of the survey was to solicit community input to inform advocacy and actions with the
City around smart growth for Crown Hill Urban Village as well as plans for future growth.
Results will be used to inform and advocate for smarter growth.
Specifically:
1) Evaluate neighbor support of the CHUV Committee for Smart Growth
recommendations. These recommendations were drafted this spring using the input of
100 attendees of two community meetings held by Crown Hill Neighbors last fall, and are
supported by the stakeholder neighborhood organizations that comprise Crown Hill
Urban Village, including Whittier Heights Community Council, Greenwood Community
Council, Crown Hill Business Association, Olympic Manor Community Club and Crown
Hill Neighborhood Association.
2) Generate a list of Infrastructure Priorities in response to a request by Councilmember
Mike O’Brien’s office for a priority list that his office could use to work with the City and
other agencies to address priority needs.
3) Solicit the open ideas, comments and feedback from neighbors about growth in
CHUV to inform planning and advocacy efforts and rezoning work with the City.
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Who is the Crown Hill Urban Village Committee for Smart Growth?
Crown Hill Urban Village Committee for Smart Growth is a partnership between the Crown Hill
Neighborhood Association, Crown Hill Business Association, Greenwood Community Council,
Whittier Heights Community Council, the Olympic Manor Community Club and many interested
neighbors from around the Urban Village and proposed expansion area. Our goal is to influence
the zoning and planning for growth in the Crown Hill Urban Village so the outcomes are positive
for our community and the neighbors who live in it. We are volunteers who care about our
community.
Please join us by subscribing for email updates or volunteering. Email
info@crownhillurbanvillage.org for more information or questions.
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